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Hu figurines is the special of  modelling, in short, for the pottery figurines of 
barbarian modeling,  with its evolution and development, so as to also include other 
materials like modeling clay image having a barbarian, and ceramic figurines of  hu is 
particularly  prevalent in the Tang Dynasty. 
Based on previous studies, collecting and organizing hu figurines unearthed of 
Tang Dynasty in Shanxi and Henan provinces, and combing with literature, to 
complete the preliminary typology analysis by the clothing, appearance and action of 
hu figurines. They can be divided into bureaucracy, noble, merchants, civilians, slaves, 
dalits and other different groups of people through clothing, modelling characteristic. 
Through analyzing their features can be concluded that barbarians come from 
Gaochang, Sogdiana  and other  central Asia; South Asia, such as India; Persia, Arabes 
in Western Asia and Europe; as well as some different areas contain East Africa. By 
making a comparative analysis on location and level of tombs which bury hu figurines 
in the Tang Dynasty, we could found that these tombs in Shanxi region is noble and 
above  levels of  the tomb which close from the center of the national economic and 
political areas.  Whereas in Henan area is the lower class. Perhaps it provides valuable 
clues  to understand  the central government in the Tang Dynasty with other regions 
and countries in the aspects of  political, economic and cultural exchange situation. 
The first chapter is introduction. Putting  forward the origin of  this paper, making 
a brief introduction on hu figurines, summarizing results of  previous studies, and on 
the basis of predecessors' research, put forward my own research methods. Define the 
research scope of space and time and the research object of this paper is hu figurines of 
Tang Dynasty in Shanxi and Henan provinces.  
The second chapter introduces hu figurines from each tombs of  Tang Dynasty 
according to the archaeological materials.  
Chapter 3, 4,and 5 is the core content of this article. First compare the similarities 
and differences both hu figurines through to the preliminary typology analysis on hu 
figurines in Shanxi and Henan provinces. Later on, with arabes,kunlun and sogdians 
for three kinds of exotic respective characteristics of  barbarians to restore the peaked 
cap figurines, arabes figurines and black figurines prototype. Finally on the basis of 
















nobleman, businessmen or missionaries and slaves, and a large number of businessmen 
and slaver of  hu figurines shows that most barbarians is lower-middle class in China. 
Finally is summary, that is, through  different ways to classify hu figurines 
unearthed of  Tang Dynasty in Shanxi and Henan provinces, intend to point out that the 
prosperity of exchanges between China and western in Tang Dynasty, and reflect the 
decline of the silk road and the social life in the Tang Dynasty as the gradually reduce 
of the number and species of hu figurines.  
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